
24" CHANTAL DRESS 
©1998 

Uses Bailey Shoulder Plate, 24" Long 
Blythe Arms and 24" Standing Legs 

FABRIC AND NOTIONS 
45" Bordered Eyelet Fabric - dress skirt 
4 1/2 yd. 2" Flat Eyelet Lace - sleeves, 

panties, collar, skirt lining 
1/3 yd. Batiste - skirt lining, collar, bodice 
1/3 yd. 1/4" Braided Elastic - pantres waist 
2/3 yd. 1/S" Braided Elastic - sleeves, 

panty legs 
4 Small Snaps - dress, collar 
1 1/3 yd. 1" or 1 1/2" Wide Double Face Satin 

Ribbon - sash 
22" Entredeux - collar 

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS 
BEFORE CUTTING FABRIC AND 
NOTIONS. 

NOTE: 1. All seams are 1/4" 
unless otherwise indicated. 

2. Finish all seams with a 
serge or zigzag edge. 

3. WRST indicates - With 
Right Sides Together. 

DRESS CONSTRUCTION 
(Sleeve Elastic - 3 1/2" each) 

1. WRST sew the shoulder seams of 
bodice. Repeat with shoulder seams 
of bodice lining. 

2. WRST pin and sew the bodice and 
bodice lining together around the 
neck and center backs. Trim neck 
seams and corners, turn right side 
out and press. 

3. Cut 2 strips of the eyelet lace 1S" 
each. Run gathering stitches along 
the upper edges of lace. WRST pin 
lace to sleeve bottom so the sew line 
will be 1/4" from bottom edge of 
sleeve. Pull gathers to fit sleeve; pin 
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and sew. Press sleeve edge up at 
sew line, turn under 1/S" and sew to 
form a casing. Insert elastic. 
Anchor ends of elastic to hold until 
the sleeve seams are sewn. Repeat 
with other sleeve. 

4. Sew gathering stitches along the top 
edge of sleeve as indicated on 
pattern. WRST pin sleeve to bodice; 
pull up gathering stitches so most of 
gathers are at the top of shoulder 
and graduate to smooth down each 
side. Sew sleeve to bodice. Repeat 
with other sleeve. 

5. WRST sew sleeve seams and bodice 
side seams. Make sure to sew the 
elastic in the seam. 

6. WRST sew the skirt and skirt lining 
together at the back center seams 
leaving 2" open at the hem line (to 
be finished later). Turn right side 
out and press seams (this will finish 
the edges and require no hemming, 
the back of dress is left open for 
ease in dressing the doll). This will 
now be treated as one fabric. 

7. Pin skirt and skirt lining together and 
sew gathering stitches along skirt 
and lining top. Sew gathering 
stitches on upper edge of the lace 
for lining. Fold lace and lining in 
half lengthwise and pin together 
WRST. Pin at center backs and 
sides. Pull up gathering stitches on 
the lace to fit the skirt lining. Pin 
and sew 1/S" from edge, distributing 
gathers evenly. Turn up for hem and 
press. Use a small zigzag stitch to 
finish bottom of lining. 

S. Find center and side of skirt top and 
pin to center and sides of bodice 
WRST. Pull up gathering stitches of 
skirt and lining to fit bodice. Pin and 
sew. 

9. Sew 2 of the small snaps on the 
back of the dress bodice and 1 on 
the middle of the skirt back center. 
Whip stitch the 2" opening at the 
hem line center backs closed. 
Press. 

COLLAR CONSTRUCTION 
1. Sew gathering stitches on the lace 

for the collar. Measure Entredeux to 
fit around outside edge of collar. 
Find centers of both and pin 
together. Pull up gathering stitches 
and distribute evenly, pin and sew. 
First stitch along the ditch of the 
Entredeux with a straight stitch, then 
stitch again with a small zigzag 
close to the first stitch. 

2. WRST sew the Entredeux to the 
collar, clipping at the corners. Again 
use small zigzag, stitching close the 
previous stitch. Trim seam close to 
the zigzag. Use Fray Check® on the 
seam if preferred. 

3. WRST pin the collar to the collar 
lining starting at the center front and 
pin around to the backs. Sew 1/S" 

seam, up the back, around neck and 
down the back. Trim, turn and 
press. 

4. Turn under the collar lining 1/4" and 
whip stitch to collar. 

5. Sew small snap on the back at the 
neckline. 

PANTIES CONSTRUCTION 
(Waist Elastic - 12" Leg Elastic -
6" each) 
1. WRST sew center front together. 

Sew center backs together. 
2. Turn down waist casing and sew, 

leaving an opening for inserting 
elastic. Insert elastic, lap ends and 
stitch ends together. Machine stitch 
the opening closed. 

3. Measure 21" of flat lace for each 
panty leg. Sew gathering stitches 
along top of lace. WRST pin lace to 
leg bottom so the sew line will be 
1/4" from bottom edge of leg. Pull 
gathers to fit leg, distribute evenly, 
pin and sew. Press leg edge up at 
sew line, turn under 1/S" an sew to 
form a casing to insert elastic. 
Insert elastic and anchor ends to 
hold until the inseams are sewn. 

4. WRST sew the inseam making sure 
to catch the elastic ends in seam. 

This pattern contains 6 pieces as 
follows: 
A - BODICE FRONT 
B - BODICE BACK 
C -SLEEVE 
D - DETACHABLE COLLAR 
E - DRESS SKIRT AND LINING 
TEMPLATE 
F - PANTIES 
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24" CHANTAL DRESS 
SLEEVE 

CUT 2 - EYELET 
ON FOLD 
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24" CHANTAL DRESS 
DRESS SKIRT & LINING 

TEMPLATE 
CUT 1 - EYELET - 91/2" X 44" 
CUT 1 - BATISTE - 91/4" X 44" 
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LEAVE SKIRT OPEN 
AT BACK CENTER SEAM 
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